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B. Aulbach [J. Math. Anal. Appl. 112 (1985), 317-3271 dtscussed the estimate 
of the soluttons of a linearly perturbed linear difference equatton x(k + 1) = 
[A(k) + B(k)] .~(k). where A(k), B(k) are continuous matrices for each fixed Integer 
k The purpose of this paper is to generalize his results; that is, we study the 
estimate of the solutions of a perturbed hnear dtfference equation .u(k + 1) = 
.4(k) x(k) +f(k, x(k)). where f(k, x) is a contmuous functton with respect to z for 
each fixed integer k which has suitable condttions t 1990 4cademlc Press. Inc 
1. TNTR0~uc730N 
Recently, in [16] M. Vidyasagar et al. presented several theorems that 
relate the stability properties of a perturbed linear difference equation 
-t(k + 1) = [A(k) + B(k)] x(k), (a) 
where x(k) E R” and A(k), B(k) are continuous matrices for each integer 
k > 0, to those of the unperturbed linear difference equation 
x(k+ l)=A(k)x(k). (bl 
They proved that by finding a Lyapunov function for (b) with the condition 
that the zero solution of which is uniformly asymptotically stable, if (b) is 
geometrically stable [16], then (a) is asymptotically stable provided that 
B(k) + 0 as k --, cc1. Furthermore, they presented also the estimate of 
solutions of (a) under suitable assumptions. 
Motivated by their research, in [2] B. Aulbach discussed improvements 
of main theorems in [16]. He supposed that the unperturbed linear 
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difference quation has a bounded growth; that is, there exist real constants 
1’ 3 1 and c( such that 
ll@b(q, P)ll GPYPP (cl 
for all q > p 2 0, where @(q, p) is a fundamental matrix solution of (b). 
Also, he proved that if estimate (c) holds for all q 3 p 2 0, then any solution 
x(q)sx(q; p, x(p)) of (a) starting with an initial value (p, x(p)) satisfies 
that 
Ilx(q)ll d Y IlX(P)II (a + PYF” 
for all q 2 p 3 0 whenever IIB(i)ll </I for all i2 0. Furthermore, besides the 
positive time direction he also proved a theorem for the negative time 
direction which corresponds to the result mentioned above; that is, he 
presented the estimate of backward solutions of a perturbed backward 
linear difference quation. 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the estimate of forward or 
backward solutions of the more general perturbed linear difference 
equation 
x(k + 1) = A(k) x(k) +f(k x(k)), 
where f(k, x) is a continuous function with respect to x for each fixed 
integer k with suitable assumptions. The theorems which we shall prove 
generalize the results of Aulbach, which are induced as the corollaries 
simply. 
2. THE ESTIMATE OF FORWARD SOLUTIONS 
Let 110 II denote a norm of the n-dimensional Euclidean space R” and let 
R+ denote the set of all nonnegative real numbers. Let N+(p z k) and 
N-(p d k) denote the set of all nonnegative integers greater than or equal 
to an integer p with p 2 k and the set of all nonpositive integers less than 
or equal to an integer p with p G k, respectively. Set N+ 3 N+(O B 0) and 
N- E Np (0 6 0), each. 
Now, we discuss forward (backward) linear difference quations 
x(k + 1) = A(k) x(k), kgN+ (1) 
(x(k + 1) = A(k) x(k), A(k): invertible, k E N-) (1’) 
and the perturbed forward (backward) linear difference quations 
M + 1) = A(k) y(k) + .f(k y(k)), kEN+ (2) 
Mk + 1) = A(k) y(k) +f(k y(k)), k E N- ), (2’) 
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where f’(k, X) is a continuous R”-valued function defined on N + x H” 
(N- x R”). For linear differential equations ( I ) and ( 1’). we assume that 
there exist respectively positive constants cx > 0 and ;’ 3 1 which satisfy the 
estimates 
PEN+. qgN+(p>O) (3) 
and 
Now, we present the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let the following condition hold jor the perturbed fiw+twd 
lineur dtfference equation (2): 
(la) II.f(m. x)ll d F(m, /Ix/I) + B(m), B(m) 3 0 jbr ~11 (m, .u) E 
N + x R”, bchere F(m, u): N+ x R + -+ R + is a monotone nondecreasmg 
continuous function Hith respect to u for each jixed rn E N’ 
Furthermore, suppose that the ,following conditions ure satisfied: 
(lb) condition (3) holds for u constant zt > 1 and wF(m. u) < F(m. ou). 
O<cr~<I,f~~rull(n~,u)~N~xR~ or 
(1~) condition (3) holds for a constant CI, 1 > r >0 and iiF(m. u) < 
F(m, 6u), S > 1, for all (m, u) E Nt x R+ or 
( Id) c.ondition (3) holds for u constunt c( = 1. 
Let z(q) he any solution sf’ the d!fference equution 
z(q) = z(p) + C (y/x)[F(i, z(i)) + B(i)x- ‘1, q~N+(p30) 
,=p 
wYth an initial value (p, z(p)). If y 11 y(p)11 < =(p)~“, then an)’ solution ~(4) c?f 
(2) wth an initial value (p, y(p)), p > 0 satisfies that 
llY(4)ll < 44)“q for all qE N+(P>O). 
Proqf Let condition (1b)bold. Any solution y(q) of (2) is of the form 
q-1 
y(q) = @(q, P) Y(P) + 1 @(s, i+ 1) fti .di)). qcN+(p>,O), 
,=L7 
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where @(j, j) = identity matrix and @(q, k) = I’Jf:i A(i), q > k. Thus, we 
obtain that from condition (lb), 
q--l 
Ilv(q)ll Q ll@(q, p)II lIA~)ll + 1 lI@(4, i+ 1111 lIf(C ~(i))ll 
r=p 
q--l 
Hence. 
~Y~~~~IIY(P)II + C Y~~~‘+‘CF(& Il~(i)ll)+~(i)l. 
r=p 
q--l 
Ilv(q)ll LY pqG~Il~(~)II acp+ C (Y/~)C~(C lIy(i)ll ~pl)+B(iW’l. 
z=p 
By the assumption that y II y(p)11 < z(p)rP, 
q--l q--l 
Ily(q)l/~~q- C (Y/~) F(i, Ily(i)ll~-‘)<dq)- 1 bl~)JIi, 491, 
r=p r=p 
from which, we obtain that 
because (I y(p)11 a-P < z(p) and F(i, U) is a monotone nondecreasing 
continuous function with respect o u for each fixed i E N+. In the case that 
condition (lc) or (Id) holds, the proof is carried out similarly, which 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Recently, B. Aulbach [2] considered perturbations of (1) (( 1’)) of the 
form 
Y(k + 1) = CA(k) + m11 Y(k), klzN’(p>O) 
(Ye + 1) = CA(k) + WI1 Y(k), k E N-(/J Q O)), 
(4) 
(4’) 
where the matrix B(k) satisfies for some fi > 0 
llW)ll d B for each kEN’(p30) (EN-(pg0)). 
As the corollary of Theorem 1, we present the following property, which 
is an extension of Aulbach’s theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Let the following condition hold for the perturbed 
forward linear difference equation (2): 
(le) llfhx)ll G [a(m) + Ll llxll + b(m), a(m) + L 3 0, b(m) 80 
for all m E N+ and x E R”. 
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If the estimate (3) is satisfied for all PEN+, qE N’(p>O), then an)* 
forward solution y(q) = y(q; p, y(p)) of (2) satisfies that 
for all qEN+(p>O). 
Proof: Set F(i, U) = [a(i) + L]u for u>,O and each in N+. Thus. 
consider the difference equation 
z(q)=z(p)+ 1 (y/cl){ [a(i)+L] z(i)+b(i)c’l, z(p)ZO, qE N+(p>O). 
r=p 
Any solution of this difference equation is of the form 
=(q)=-‘(p) n (1 +(~laNa(i)+Ll) 
,=p 
4-l y-1 
+ C (Y/CC) Nila-’ n (1 + Wa)Ca(j)+Ll I 
,=p ,=,+I 
Let y(q) be any solution of (2) with an initial value (p, y(p)), p 2 0. Now, 
if liy(p)II >O, then set K(~)=(y+~)lly(p)ll and if lly(p)ll =O, then set 
K(E)=&. Hence, set ~(~)=K(E)cI-~, E>O. Then, since ~IIy(p)Ij~~<z(p), 
by Theorem 1 we obtain that for all q E N+ (p 3 0), 
4-l 
ll.v(q)l( up4 <z(q) = K(c)apP n { 1 + (y/cr)[a(i) + L] 1 
1=p 
4-l 4 -1 
+ C (y/et) b(iW’ n ( 1 + (ylaK4.j) + Ll 1. 
l=p ,=‘+I 
from which we obtain that letting E + 0. 
4-l 
llA9)II GYII.dP)lI n Iz+yCa(O+Lli 
,=p 
4-l 4-l 
+ c Y&4 Jj 
r=p J=l+l 
for all qE N+(p 20). This completes the proof of the corollary. 
By Corollary 1, we have the following property. 
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COROLLARY 1.2. Let condition (le) hold for the perturbed forward linear 
difference equation (2). Suppose that estimate (3) is satisfiedfor a, 0 < a < 1 
andalIpEN+, qEN’(p>O). If 
0 <a + y[a(i) + L] < 1 
for all i E N+, then any forward solution y(q) = y(q; p, y(p)) of (2) satisfies 
that 
IIdq)ll d Y IIY(P)II + c yb(i). 
r=p 
If in Corollary 1 b(m) = 0 for all m E N+, then we obtain the following 
property, which includes the theorem of B. Aulbach [2]. The proof is 
similar to that in Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Let the following condition hold for the perturbed 
forward linear difference equation (2): 
(lf) Ilfh XIII d [a(m) + Ll llxll for all m EN+ and x E R”. 
If estimate (3) is satisfied for all p E N+, q E N+(p B 0), then any forward 
solution y(q) E y(q; p, y(p)) of (2) satisfies that 
II.v(q)ll d Y IIY(P)II n (a + yCa(i) + Ll>, qEN+(p>O). 
*=L) 
Now, we consider the question whether the properties of stability of (1) 
are preserved for (2). For this problem the several theorems are well 
known as stability properties by first approximation, which for example, 
are proved in [S]. The theorems are presented under the condition 
Ilfh y(m))ll6 g(m) Ily(m)ll, where g(m) are positive and C,“=, s(m) < ~0, 
or II f(m, y(m))11 < L II ill, where L > 0 sufficiently small. Here, we give 
the more general theorem for this problem. To start with, stability detini- 
tion to the zero solution of a difference quation is given. 
DEFINITION 1. The zero solution of a difference equation x(k + 1) = 
h(k, x(k)) is said to be 
(d) stable if for any E > 0, there exists a S(E, p) > 0 such that 
Il~(rn)[I <E provided that m >, p and lix(p)II < a(&, p), 
(e) asymptotically stable if it is stable and for any E>O, there exist 
an N(E, p) ~0 and a a(p)>0 such that Ilx(m)II <E provided that 
m 2 P + NE, P) and llx(p)ll -C&P). 
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If the &E, p), the 6(y), and the N(E, p) are independent of an initial 
number p, then the zero solution is said to be uniformly stable and 
uniformly asymptotically stable, respectively. 
Next. we give a uniform asymptotic stability theorem to the zero 
solution of (2) with suitable conditions. 
THEOREM 2. Let condition (If) hold for the perturbed forwurd lineur 
difference equation (2) and let estimate (3) be sutisfied fiw all p E N + .
qE N+(pBO). 
Suppose that f(k.O)=Ofor ~111 k~ Nf. It 
lim sup yu( i) < I - (x + yL 1. 
I- r- 
therl the zero solution qf (2) is unijbrmly as~wptoticall~~ stable. 
Proof: By assumption, one can take a real number (I such that 
lim sup ?a( i) < (I< 1 - (x + >!I!,). Thus, there exists an M(B) > 0 such that 
O<cc+y[a(i)+L]<r+yL+0<1 
for i 3 M( 8). Therefore, we obtain that 
ll?44)ll d i’ll?fP)/l “n’ icc+y[u(i)+L]) 
i=p 
{ 
,Ml/l) I 
<yll~(p)Il n {a+y[a(i)+L]j (v.+yL+fl)Y~“““’ 
,:p i 
for y B M(B) 3 p and furthermore, 
llY(4)ll ~~ll.v(P)Il(~+~~+~Y p
for y 2 p 2 M(H). There exists a B > 1 such that 
MlH)- I 
sup rI [r+y[a(i)+L]] <B. 
O<p<Mlfll I I = ,’ 
Take a suitable 6 > 0 and for any E > 0, set N(E) = M(8) + log[s/(2? SB)], 
log[cr -I- pL + 01. Thus, for any E > 0, if I( y(p)11 < 6, then we obtain that 
I/ y(q)11 <E for all q 3 p + N(E), which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. If a(i) > 0, i E N+ and C:=, a(i) < 30, then lim supI- I, a(i) 
= 0. It is known that estimate (3) holds for all p E N+, q E N+ (p B 0), and 
0 < c( < 1 if and only if the zero solution of (1) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable [ 12. Theorem 51. 
The following theorem was proved by B. Aulbach [2] 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose that estimate (3) is satisfiedfor all p E N+, q E Nf 
(p 20). Then, any forward solution y(q) of linearly perturbed linear 
difference equation (4) satisfies that 
IIY(4)ll GYIlY(P)ll(@+PY)4-p for all qEN+(p>O). 
If 0 < c( + j3y < 1, then the zero solution to (4) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable. 
3. THE ESTIMATE TO BACKWARD SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we discuss the backward solution of the perturbed 
backward linear difference equation (2’). To begin with, note that 
I&k+1 := 0. We present the following lemma, which is used to prove 
Theorem 4. 
LEMMA 1. Let F(m, u): N- x R+ --) R+ be a monotone nondecreasing 
continuous function with respect to u for each fixed m E N-. Furthermore, let 
the function u - F(m, u) be also monotone nondecreasing with respect to u for 
each fixed m E N-. 
Suppose that sequences {v(k)) and (x(k)} (k= r, r - 1, r-2, . ..) (r<O) 
satisfy the following inequalities, respectively: 
and 
v(k) - Ftk v(k)) d v(r) + 1 W, v(j)) 
/=k+l 
r-1 
x(k) -FUG x(k)) 2 x(r) + c W, x(A). 
J=k+l 
If x(r) > u(r), then x(k) > v(k) for all k < r < 0. 
Proof. Suppose that the inequality x(k) > u(k) holds for each k such 
that n + 1 $ k < r < 0. Then by the assumption of the theorem, we obtain 
that x(n) > v(n), which completes the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 4. Let the following conditions hold for the perturbed 
backward linear difference equation (2’): 
(4a) IIf@, x)ll <WC llxll) +Wm), B(m) 20 for all (m, X)E 
N- x R”, where F(m, u): N- x R+ + R+ is a monotone nondecreasing 
continuous function with respect to u for each fixed m EN-, 
(4b) the matrix A(k) is invertible for each k E N-. 
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Furthermore, suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(4~) condition (3’) holds for a constant z > I and 6F(m. u) 6 F(m, 6u I, 
6>1 for all (m,u)EN- xR+ or 
(4d) condition (3’) holds for a constant x, 1 > x > 0 and oF(m, 11) d 
F(m,ox~),O<co<l forall(m,u)EN--xR+ or 
(4e) condition (3’) holds for a constant x = 1. 
Let y(q) (qE NP(p ~0)) be a solution of the difference quation (2’) 11,rth 
an initial value (p, y(p)) and let z(q) (q E N -(p < 0)) be any solution of the 
difference quation 
P--l 
=(q) = z(p) + 1 (vla)Cm --( iI1 + NiW’l 
I=Y 
with an initial value (p, z(p)). If the function u - (y/a)F(m, u) is monotone 
nondecreasing with respect to u for each fixed m E N -. and 7 /]J( p)ll < 
z(p)a”. then 
II As)ll < z(q)aq for all qE:N-(p<O). 
Proof. Let condition (4~) hold. Any backward solution y(q) of (3’) is 
of the form 
v(q)=@(q,p)Y(P)- i @(4,i)f(i-L.di-l)), qE N-(pb0). 
r=q+l 
where @(j, j) = identity matrix and @(q, k) = nF:d A - l(i), q < k. Thus, we 
obtain that 
IIY(4)ll G ll@(q, P)II II.HP)ll + f ll@(q, iNI lifti- 1. Hi- l))ll 
r=y+l 
6w-pl/Ap)ll + f 3 lag-‘[F(i- 1, l)y(i- l)/)+B(i- l)]. 
i=q+l 
Hence, set j=i- 1. Since a> 1 and j<O, 
ll~(4)/la~q~~lly(p)lla~P+ c (v/a)CF(j. II.v(j)lla -‘I + Wjb -‘I 
I=Y 
Now, set G(m, u)= F(m, u) + B(m)a-“, m E N -. Then G(m, u) is a 
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monotone nondecreasing continuous function with respect to u for each 
m E N- and so is the function u - (y/a) G(m, u). Hence, we obtain that 
On the other hand, from (5) 
[z(q) - (Y/M) G(q, z(q))1 = 4~) + c (~/a) G(.i 4A). 
]=‘,+I 
Consequently, since y Il~(p)(l <zig, then by Lemma 1, we have that 
II Y(q)11 < z(q)@, qEN-(p<O). 
In the case that condition (4d) or (4e) holds, the proof is carried out 
similarly, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
As the corollary of Theorem 4, we prove the following property. 
COROLLARY 3. Let the following condition hold for the perturbed 
backward linear difference quation (2’): 
(da) Ilfh ~111 G [a(m) + Ll II-yll for all m E N- and x E R”. 
Zf estimate (3’) is satisfied for all p E N-, q E N-(p < 0), the matrix A(k) 
in (2’) is invertible for each k EN- (p < 0) and a(m), L satisfy that 
a(m) + L < dy, mEN-, 
then any backward solution y(q) of (2’) satisfies that 
P--l 
IM)ll ~YIIY(P)II fl ~~-d3(~)+Ll~~1~ qeN-(p<O). 
,=9 
If lim sup m- -cc ya(m) < GI - yL- 1, then z(q) + 0 as q + --co. 
Proof Set F(i, U) = [a(i) + L] u for u 2 0 and each i E N-. Then, 
the function u - (y/a) F(i, U) = u - (y/cr)[a(i) + L] U, u 2 0 is monotone 
nondecreasing because (y/a) [a(i) + L] < 1. Let z(q) be any solution of the 
difference equation 
34) = 4P) + C (yl@)Ca(A + LI 4A 
J=Y 
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and let z(p)= (Y+E) il~$p)Ijx-~, i/~$p)Il >O, E>O, noting that if 
Il~(p)/l = 0, then the theorem is true. Then, since we have that 
P-1 
z(q)=z(p) n {l-(~lCoCa(j)+Ll) ‘. 
,=Y 
by Theorem 4 
P-1 
lI.Y(q)ll <(1'+&) iiJ$P)l/ n f@-7C4A+Ll; '. 
,=Y 
Consequently, letting E + 0 we obtain that 
P-1 
lIY(S)ll d Yll.W)ll I-I @ -YC4"4 + Ll ; -'. qENP(pbOl. 
,=y 
which completes the proof of the corollary. 
The following theorem was proved by B. Aulbach, which is obtained as 
the corollary of our theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that estimate (3’) is satisj?ed for all PEN , 
q E N- (p < 0). Furthermore, assume that the matrix A(k) in (4’) is imertihle 
,for each k E N- (p 6 0) and the bound p > 0 satisfies that 
Then, any backward solution y(q) of (4’) satisfies that 
11?‘(4)/1 GrllY(P)lI (~-BrYpP for all qEN-(p<O). 
!f 1 <SC--&, then z(q)-+0 as q+ -CC. 
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